
What can can’t do that can can’t? 
A diachronic analysis of the constructionhood of negated modals 
 
The present study aims to contribute to our understanding of the (potential) 
constructionhood of negated modal constructions in English. It proceeds from three 
observations. Firstly, Daugs (2021) finds that the contracted modal forms can’t and won’t 
have increased in frequency over the course of the 19th century, so that by the end of the 
century their use surpasses that of the full forms cannot and will not to which they are 
historically related. Furthermore, they not only (obviously) differ from these in form, but 
also in function. The contracted forms attract monosyllabic lexical verbs as well as verbs 
encoding mental processes and are associated with different kinds of modality than the full 
forms. Bergs (2008) reports similar findings for shall not versus shan’t, namely that they 
differ in function. Additionally, he observes functional differences between the negated and 
affirmative uses of shall, in that the negated uses are restricted to fewer registers and 
genres and can only be used to express rules and commands. 
 The third set of observations are coming from my own studies of verbal 
constructions (Schneider 2021a, 2021b, 2022), in which specific tendencies and correlations 
surfaced repeatedly: If the verb under investigation was accompanied by a modal, the 
chance that it was also negated was significantly higher than in non-modal uses of the same 
construction. The strength of this correlation varied; in some cases, rates were only 
marginally higher while in others they increased by a factor of ten (e.g. force). The 
correlation surfaced in American and British data, in Early Modern and Modern English and 
irrespective of whether the construction attracted modals (e.g. causative bring) or whether 
it did not (e.g. causative make). In most constructions, the attraction between modals and 
negation increased in the 20th century; in the case of causative bring even up to a point 
where modals almost function as negative polarity items in the construction. Furthermore, 
while will/would are generally the most frequent modals, in negated contexts, can/could is 
more commonly used. 
 While Bergs (2008) does not fully commit to assigning different forms of shall the 
status of separate constructions – he cautiously talks about new constructions developing 
“in some sense” – Daugs (2021) interprets his findings as evidence that (negated) contracted 
and full forms are separate constructions, but laments that his COHA-data does not allow 
for conclusions about the constructionalisation process as the emergence of the contracted 
forms goes back to the 17th century and is thus not covered by the corpus. The present 
study aims to investigate whether the additional observations detailed above, which pertain 
to specific lexical constructions, can be generalised. It thus addresses the question whether 
further negated uses of modals differ functionally from their full-form or affirmative 
counterparts and should thus be considered separate nodes in the constructional network. 

The analysis is based on (subsets of) a 1.4-million-word collection of core modals, 
including contracted forms. These were extracted from the Chadwyck Healey collection of 
novels as well as from the wridom1 subcorpus of the BNC. The resulting dataset covers 
modal use in British prose published between ca. 1500 and 1990. It is complemented by a 
second dataset comprised of all 700,000 instances of not/n’t occurring in the same corpora. 

This large diachronic database allows for conclusions about the constructional status 
of modal-negation pairings in Present-Day English as well as the (potential) 
constructionalisation processes which preceded the current stage. As the dataset includes 
modal usage in Early Modern English, it remedies the shortcomings of Daugs’ (2021) data, 



showing the development of the cliticised forms ‘from birth’. Moreover, it includes two 
periods of systemic changes affecting modals: the loss of V not and its gradual replacement 
by Aux not V in the earlier centuries as well as the extensive changes in the field of modals 
occurring in the 19th and 20th centuries (cf. Leech 2003; Leech 2013). We will see whether 
these periods are also characterised by more functional shifts among negated modals. 

The analysis focusses on modals which have undergone drastic frequency changes, 
such as can (increase) and should (decrease). To ensure comparability with related studies, I 
make use of methods used by Daugs (2021) and Hilpert (2016, 2021), such as distinctive 
collexeme analysis (cf. Gries and Stefanowitsch 2004) and semantic vector spaces. 
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